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CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMIC REPRESENTATION OF <UO2±X>*

Terrence B. LINDEMER and Theodore M. BESMANN
Chemical Technology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

The entire <U02+x>** data base for the dependence of the nonstoichiometry, x, on temperature and
chemical potential of oxygen (oxygen potential) was retrieved from the literature and repre-
sented. This data base was interpreted by least-squares analysis using equations derived from
the classical thermodynamic theory for the solid solution of a solute in a solvent. For
hyperstoichiometric oxide at oxygen potentials more positive than -266700 + 16.5T kJ/uiol, the
data were best represented by a [U02]-[U3O7] solution. For 0/U ratios abo/e 2 and oxygen poten-
tials below this boundary, a J.UO2]-[U2Oit m 5] solution represented the data. The <U02_x> data
were represented by a [UO2J-[U2/3] solution. The resulting equations represent the experimental
ln(pQ )-ln(x) behavior and can be used in thermodynamic calculations to predict phase boundary
compositions consistent with the literature. Collectively, the present analysis permits, for

: the first time, a mathematical representation of the behavior of the total data base.

i 1. INTRODUCTION

The use of actinide oxides as nuclear fuels

has led to a very large data base on the non-

stoichiometry of uranium dioxide, plutonium

; dioxide, rare-earth dioxides, and their mutual

solid solutions. The portion of the data base
*

of interest here consists of the T-x~po9

interdependence, where T is the temperature in

kelvin, x the deviation from stoichiometry, and

Research sponsored by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy under contract
DC-AC05-84OR21400 with the Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

The symbols < >, [ ], { }, and ( ) denote crystalline solid, solid-solution species, liquid, and
gas respectively.



PO the pressure of oxygen in units of MPa

divided by the standard-state oxygen pressure,

0.101 MPa. This paper and a companion paper are

the first two of a series in which these data

are represented by the chemical thermodynamics

of the mutual solid solution of elements or com-

pounds. It appears tiat only Hoch and co-

workers^'^ have applied this methodology to the

actinide oxide systems.

The representation used here presumes that

the chemical activities of the actinide and oxy-

gen in the fluorite—structure phases can be

described by a solution of two species. The

solvent species is chosen to have the stoichiom-

etry of the undefected phase, in this case [UO2],

and the solute species is chosen to reflect,

together with the solvent, the oxygen potential-

temperature-composition behavior and the system

phase relations. This allows use of the species

in reactions to describe phase boundaries and

chemical potentials in an easy and convenient

manner. It is realized, however, that combina-

tions of the species to form defected fluorite

crystal lattices may not be possible. Further,

the configurational entropy resulting from the

assumption that the species are randomly mixed

is not accurate because of the impossibility of

predicting allowed lattice site positions.

2. DATA BASE

The relevant data base for nonstoichioraetric

uranla is summarized in table 1 and fig. 1.

Collectively, ~1780 x-T-pg- values have been

reported. All these data have been compiled in

one Oak Ridge National Laboratory document,

along with similar data for the U-Pu-o system.1*0

Since many of the original data were given



graphically, a brief explanation of the digiti-

zation of these data is in order. Each figure

from the original references was photocopied,

and small figures were then enlarged. The copy

was taped to graph paper with the coordinate

axes of the figure coincident with those of the

graph paper, and a pin was used to punch a hole

through the data points and the graph paper.

The coordinate values were read from the graph

paper in mm and converted by a computer program

to values of T, 0/U, and the chemical potential

of oxygen [RT In (po,)> with R being the ideal

gas constant]. In addition, the program calcu-

lated the values of the data in the units given

on the original figure. These values were then

compared with the figure so that, as far as

could be determined, any errors in data extrac-

tion and conversion were eliminated.

3. BASIS OF THE REPRESENTATION

The nonstoichiometry of uranium dioxide will

be represented by a solution of two fluorite-

structure, face-centered-cubic (fee) species

having different 0/U ratios. One species will

be [U02] and the other [Ua0b]. The moles, m, of

each species in the solution are calculated from

the mass-balance equations for uranium and oxy-

gen, respectively,

2 X b
and

0/U = 2±x = 2 mu() + b m U O b . (2)

The standard GIbbs free energy of the solution

is defined as



AG°<UO2±X> = nUQ2 AG°<U02> + n ^ A

+ nUO RT in (n^) + n ^ RT In

in which E is the energy of interaction between

the solid-solution species, n^ denotes the mole

fraction of species i, and AG <i> is the stan-

dard Gibbs free energy of formation of species i

from the elements in their standard states.

Note that the standard states of both species in

the solution are defined here as having the fee,

fluorite structure. The partial molal free

energy expressions are very useful because they

can be used directly in equilibrium calcula-

tions. These are obtained for species i by

the operation

m2) AGf<UO2±x>] _

8m

This leads to

AG[ij . (4)

AG[UO2] = AG°<UO2> + RT In (nUQ

uaob
and

AG[UaOb] = AG°<UaOb>fcc + RT In ( n ^ )

( 6 )

4. ANALYSIS OF DATA

About 130 T-x-po« values were removed from

the data base during the course of the analysis.

As will be demonstrated later, these 130 values

appeared to be inconsistent with the behavior of

the rest. The rejected sets were those of

Chapman and Meadows,12 Chilton and Kirkham,32

Tetenbaum and Hunt's <U02+x> data,
20 and

Swanson.31 See section 5 for further discussion
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' of Tetenbaum and Hunt's data. None of these

data were used in the least-squares analyses,

although they are plotted in several of the

figures to show their deviation from the rest.

Least-squares analysis of the accepted data was

always performed with equal weighting of the

T-x-ln(po?) values.

4.1 <U02+x>, high hyperstoichiometry

It ts generally recognized that isothermal

x-po? data plotted as ln(x) vs ln(po?) shows a

change in slope at about 0/U = 2.01. Examina-

tion of all the raw data exhibiting this transi-

tion revealed that this change can be better

defined as occurring at a constant oxygen poten-

tial of about -260 kJ/mol. The data more posi-

tive than this oxygen potential value will be

analyzed first.

A least-squares analysis of this portion of

the data base was made utilizing the equation

In (PJ2) = a/T + b + c ln(x) . (7)

The slope, c, was 2.21 for the range

2.01 < 0/U < 2.1. This is within 10% of the

commonly reported slope of 2. Above 0/U = 2.1,

the slope increases continuously. Both of these

features are shown in fig. 2 for a typical data

set obtained by combining Hagemark and Broil's

data,16 for which T = 1673 K and 2.094 < 0/U

< 2.239, with Roberts and Walter's data,5 for

which T = 1675 K and 2.01 < 0/U < 2.225. It is

the behavior of the region above 0/U =2.1 that

permitted the choice of the proper solute

species.

The procedure for deducing which solute

oxide should be used in solution with [UO2] com-

menced by considering the several different

equilibria to be given below. The solvent oxide

is always [UO2), and the solute oxides are known



oxides of uranium except for [U2O5], which was

included because it represents the hypothetical

oxide formed from IT1"5, and

(0/U = 2.3), which can be considered to be

slightly substoichiometric [U3O7] (0/U = 2.33).

The T-x-ln (po3) relationship corresponding to

each equilibrium is also given below assuming

E = 0. For the equilibrium 2[U02] + (02) 4=

2[UO3],

RT in (pjp - AH°xn - T A S ^

+ 2 RT In (x/(l-x)) . (8)

in which AH and AS are the usual product-
rxn rxn

reactant differences in enthalpy of formation

and entropy, respectively, for a particular

equilibrium. For the equilibrium 4[UO2] +

(02) * 2[U2O5],

RT In (PQ O) = AH° - TAS°
U2 rxn rxn

+ 2 RT In *<i=*i_ . (9)

(l-2x)2

For the equilibrium 6[UO2] + (02) * 2[U3O7],

RT in (pS2) = ° ^

+ 2 RT In *iiZ?x)i . (10)
(l-3x)3

For the equilibrium (20/3)[U02] + (02) $

RT in (pS2) =

+ 2 RT in xO-2-33x)2.33 . (11)

(1-3.33x)3-33

For the equilibrium 8[UO2] + (02) t 2(^09],

RT In (poJ = AH° - TAS°
r u2 rxn rxn

+ 2 RT In
 x(1~3*;3 • (12)

(l4) 4



At this stage of the analysis, one is concerned

with finding which one of the several equations

will actually result in a slope of 2 over the

entire range of x. Therefore, for the data set

given in fig. 2, it is sufficient to divide each
*

of the above equations by RT and to plot ln(po?)

versus each of the several ln(f(x)) terms.

Figure 2 illustrates the resulting plots.

Coincidence of any one plot of ln(f(x)) with the

line having a slope of two would indicate that

that particular function, and thus a particular

solid solution, was most representative of the

data.

Several observations can be made from fig. 2.

It is clear that the representations based on

the solutes [U?07] or [UiO/3°23/3] come closest

to giving a slope of two over the entire range

of x. (In fact, the observation that the

[UO2]-[U3O7] solution did not quite give the

desired relationship for this particular data

subset led to the use of the Uio/3°23/3 compo-

sition.) It can also be seen that all the

representations give a slope close to 2 at the

smaller values of x, or, more specifically, at

x < 0.05. It follows that very nonstnichio-

metric data are necessary in order to permit the

general application of the present methods to

other nonstoichiometric systems. Finally, the

present technique provides a sensitive indica-

tion of the 0/U ratio of the solute oxide;

ratios of 2.3 to 2.33 appear close to those

needed, while ratios of 2.5 (from [U2O5]) or

2.25 (from [u\09]) aie wide of the mark. It can

also be seen from the equation for the fUO?]-

solution that the logarithmic term is



• indeterminate at x > 0.25, which would prevent

application of the equations all the way to the

upper phase boundary of <U02-(-x>.

The [UO2]-[U3O7] representation was used in

a much more extensive least-squares analysis of

the data base. The equation for this can be

arranged in the form

RT In (pS,) - 2RT In x(1"2x)2 = AH°
2 (l-3x)3 r x n

- TAS° + E 2 ~ 12x + 1 2 x 2 • d3)
(l-2x)2

*
It was applied to all data for which RT ln(po )

was more positive than -260 kJ/mol. This

amounted to 1145 sets of T-x-ln(po-) values.

The least-squares analysis gave the values

AH° = -297700 J/mol, AS° = -117 J-mol"1^"1,
rxn rxn

and E = -2632 J/mol« Since E was small, the

data base was reanalyzed assuming E = 0,

giving AH0 = -312807 J/mol and AS°
rxn rxn

-126 J«mol~l-K"*. As will be shown later, the

effects of the E terra appeared inconsequen-

tial, and the latter enthalpy and entropy values

were utilized.

The thermodynamic values for the [U02]-

[U3O7] representation were used to calculate

the values of x at the phase boundary with

<U4O9>. As will be shown in section 4.4, the

[UO2]-[U3O7] solution is applicable at the phase

boundary for 0/U > 2.05. The calculated values

of x were then compared with the values of

GruJnvold,1*̂  which appear to be representative

of several investigations. The relevant

equilibrium is
[U02] + [U3O7] * <Ui(09> . (14)



Reference 43 gives tabulated values for the

standard free energy of formation for <U02> and

<u\0g>. The values at 600 and 1200 K were used

to give the relationships

AG°<UO2> (J/inol) = -1080000 + 169.0T

(400 < T < 1400 K) , (15)

and

AG°<U^09> (J/mol) = -4489000 + 739.IT

(400 < T < 1400 K) . (16)

The equivalent expression for ^fly^fcc w a s

derived from eq. (13), for which AG (J/mol) =
rxn

-312800 + 126T, which is equivalent to

2AG°<U3O7>_ - 6AG°<U0?>. This and eq. (15)
r J fee r *•

lead to

AG°<U3O7>fcc (J/mol) = -3396400 + 569.9T . (17)

With this information, the free energy dif-

ference for reaction (16) is AG (J/mol) =

-12600 + 0.3T, and eqs. (5), (6), and (14-17)

lead to

AG° = 0 = -12600 + 0.3T - RT In x^1~3xl» O 8 )
r X n (l-2x)2

The Newton-Raphson technique (see Appendix 1)

was used to solve for values of x at

400 < T < 1400 K. At a given x value, the

present analysis predicted a phase boundary

lying about 200 K lower than observed.^° How-

ever, all could be brought into essentially

perfect agreement by using an enthalpy of

-16000 J/mol in eq. (18). This minor correction

of -3400 J/mol is about 20% of the uncertainty

of the AH° 2 9 g value for <0^09>,
k>* and it is

suggested that, for the phase boundary calcula-

tion, eq. (18) be made more negative by this

amount. The final form of the [UO2]-[U3O7]

representation is thus:
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RT In (po2) (J/mol) = -312800 + 126T

+ 2RT In X ° ~ 2 x j 2 .
(l-3x)3

AG[U02] (J/mol) = -1080000 + 169.0T

+ RT in i ^ , (19b)
l-2x

and

AG[U3O7] (J/mol) = -3396400 + 569.9T

• RT l n ^ «»=)

Four other techniques were used to compare the

results of the least-squares fit with the raw

data base and with the results of other fits to

the data. The first technique was the least-

squares determination of the slope as well as

AH , AS , and E, the second was the sta-
rxn rxn

tistical definition of the standard deviation,

the third was a plot of fitted oxygen potential

minus observed oxygen potential versus tem-

perature (a residuals plot), and the fourth was

a transformation of all the data to 1500 K. To

determine the slope by the least-squares method,

the ln term in eq. (13) was placed on the right-

hand side and resulted in a slope of 1.95. This

value is within 3% of the theoretical value of

two and helps confirm that the model does repre-

sent the behavior of the data. The values of

the standard deviations of the fits with and

without E showed that including E reduced the

standard deviation from 8650 J/mol to

8250 J/mol, or only about 5%. The residuals

plot appeared the same whether or not the E

term was included, and also illustrated no trend

of the residuals with temperature, which indi-

cates chat the fit adequatjly represents the

temperature dependence of the data.
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Figure 3, the transformation of all the data

to 1500 K, was accomplished with the use of

eq. (13) divided by RT. After writing one

equation at 1500 K, the second at temperature T,

and subtracting the second from the first, one

obtains the general equation

l n (P°2)15OOK = l n (

+ I/R[AH° + E L
rxn " ,. _ . ; / 1500

• (1 - 2x)* / i

Choosing first AH° = -312807 J/mol andb rxn

E = 0, the right-hand side of eq. (20) was

evaluated from each experimental T-x-ln(po9)

data set, thus giving the ln(po,,) values trans-

formed to 1500 K. Again using E = 0, these .

values are plotted as the ordinate in fig. 3

versus the abscissa values calculated from the

general function

j n m i « r » \i--i-i-x. T .1/.A-; (21)

\(l-3x)3 / 2R 1500 (l-2x)2

Also shown in fig. 3 is the line represent-

ing the behavior predicted at 1500 K from the

least-squares fit of the data base; this line

has a slope of 2. An analogous plot with

AH° = -297700 and E = -2632 J/mol was not
rxn

discernibly better than that shown in fig. 3.

Consideration of all the factors described above

led to the conclusion that the E term was

unimportant and could be assumed to be zero.

The process described above was repeated in

its entirety for the [U02]-[U10/3O23/3] solu-

tion. The least-squares determination of the

slope gave 1.74, as opposed to the theoretical



value of 2 and the value of 1.95 obtained from

the [UO2]-[U3O7] solution. Comparison of all

the other results revealed no discernible

improvement in the fit of the data over that

obtained with the [UO2J-(U3O7] solution. It was

thus dropped from further consideration.

4.3 <UO2-fx>, low hyperstoichiometry

In this section the hyperstoichiometric

data lying below an oxygen potential of

-260 kJ/mol will be analyzed. There are some

indications in the raw data base that the slope

of the ln(pQ2)-ln(x) plot in this region may be

temperature dependent. To explore this possi-

bility, the data were analyzed utilizing the

equation

ln(po2) - a/:. + b + c ln(x) + eT ln(x) . (22)

The least-squares analysis of the approxi-

mately 200 T-x-ln(po_) values gave values of a,

b, c, and e, with the term e being used to

reveal any temperature dependence of the slope,

c. The analysis determined a slope of 4.21,

which is within 6% of 4.00, while the tempera-

ture dependence contributed only about a 1%

variation in the slope, that Is, the slope was

Independent of temperature.

Two solid solutions were considered for this

region, [Ul^J-ID^.s] and lV02]-lVlm503m5].

These choices were made on the assumption that

the 0/U ratio of the solute oxide should be that

of a known U-0 compound and that the ratio

should possibly be equal to or less than that

for the [U3O7] used in the more hyper-

stoichiometric region. The particular oxide

formulations used here, [U2Oi*.5^ an<* [U1.5°3.5l»

were chosen so that the equations shown below

would give the observed slope of 4. The
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least-squares analysis was applied to the data

for which 0/U > 2 and the oxygen potential was

less than -260 kJ/mol. For the [IK̂ J

solution, the equation is

RT In (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -360000 + 214T

and the partial Gibbs free energy relations are

AG[UO2] (J/mol) = -1080000 + 169.0T

+ RT in *lg. , (23b)

and

AG[U2O^.5] (J/mol) = -2250000 + 39].4T

+ RT !n J* , (23c)

while for the [UO2]-[U1.5O3>5] solution,

2 )RT In (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -350000 + 214T

4RT in
(1-3X)1-5

An extensive comparison of the two with the data

revealed no difference between them.

Arbitrarily, the [UO2]-[U2O4#5] solution is used

to represent the data in this region.

The predictions of the [UO2-U2Oi+#5] repre-

sentation compare reasonably well with the low-x

data, as seen in fig. 3. Again, using the pro-

cedures outlined in the derivation of eq. (20),

all the data were transformed to 1500 K uti-

lizing the equation

- , * v . ( * , 360000 / 1 1
ln(p02

)1500K = ln(P02>T " R — (7500 " T

and plotted versus the function

In ^ ( ) " ^ ) - ln(2) . (26)
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Here, the factor ln(2) is subtracted from the

first term so that the data would join smoothly

along the abscissa with the data plotted via the

[UO2]-[U3O7] representation. [At low x, the

logarithmic term of the latter representation

reduces to approximately ln(x), while that for

the [UO2]-[U2Oit#5] representation reduces to

approximately ln(2x).]

Neither of these two representations of the

data predicted the values of x for the <U02^-x>-

<Ui+09> two-phase region. Both are applicable at

approximately 0/U < = 2.06, as will be riiowr in

section 4.7. At the boundary, the equilibria

2[U2Oi4,5] * <U4O9> and [U02] + 21^.503.5] *

<U1|Og> are applicable and both led to large x

values at low temperatures and small values at

high temperatures, which is opposite to the

experimental behavior.1*2 Additionally, calcula-

tions for these equilibria demonstrated that, in

order to bring the model into agreement with the

phase boundary, the AH value would have to be
rxn

changed from 11000 to -76500 J/mol, while the

AS° x n value would have to be changed from -43.7

to 68.74 J'mol-1'K"1. Such adjustments are

unrealistic.

4.4 The boundary between the two <U02-f-x>
regions

The location of the boundary between the two

hyperstoichiometric regions can be calculated

from the results in sections 4.2 and 4.3. For

the boundary between the [UO2]-lU3O7j and

[UO2]-[U2O4>5] systems, eq. (23a) is subtracted

from eq. (19a) and the terras rearranged to give

T4x(l-
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This equation was solved for x at a given tem-

perature by the Newton-Raphson iterative tech-

nique, and then the value of x was substituted

into eq. (23a) to calculate ln(p(O and the oxy-

gen potential at that temperature. Figure 4

illustrates the boi dary and permits comparison

with several sets of experimental data. The

oxygen potential of the boundary is represented

by the equation

RT In ( P Q 2 ) (J/mol) = -266700 + 16.5T . (28)

4.5 <U02_x>

The hypostoichiometric data consisted of

about 220 T-x-pg, values. These data were dif-

ficult to analyze by the current methods because

of two factors: first, the complexity of the

original experiments at high temperatures and

very low oxygen potentials led to considerable

scatter in the data; second, there were little

data at 0/U < 1.9 or x > 0.1. It was demon-

strated above that x values considerably larger

than 0.1 were necessary to distinguish the best

solute species. The single very

substoichiometric data set is that of Ackermann

et al.,22 but it is not isothermal and cannot be

used to plot the data in the manner used in

fig. 2. Fortunately, the x dependence for the

{U}-<U02_x> two-phase region could be used to

help define the best fit of the data.

The analysis commenced by determining the

slope of the ln(p0 )-ln(x) relationship, eq. (7).

The slope was dependent upon which portion of

the data base was included. For the entire data

base, 1.99993 > 0/U > 1.692, the slope was -2.27;

with the upper 0/U cutoff at 1.999, the slope

was -2.33, and for 1.99, it was -3.16.
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It was thus decided to explore several

solid-solution representations that would have

slopes of -2, -3, and -4. The U-0 phase diagram

provides little guidance for possible solutes,

since there are no oxides lying between uranium

and <U02-x/
>, but uranium is clearly suggested as

a solute. Trivalent uranium suggests a solute

oxide having an 0/U ratio of 1.5, and the

presence of [UO] in extensive solution in [UC]^

suggests an 0/U equaling 1.0. The following

equilibria can thus be written for 0/U = 1.5:

2[U2O3] + (02) = 4[UO2], slope = -2; (29)

3[U1-33O2] + (02) = 4[UO2], slope = -3; (30)

and

4[UO1>5] + (02) = 4[UO2], slope = -4; (31)

while for 0/U =1.0,

2[U0] + (02) = 2[UO2], slope = -2; (32)

3tu0.670o.67l + (°2> = 2tUO2], slope = -3; (33)

and

4fU0.5°0.53 + (°2> " 2[UO2], slope = -4; (34)

and for the solute uranium,

2[U0.5] + (02) - [U02], slope = -2; (35)

3[UQ_33] + (02) = [U02], slope = -3;

and

All the equilibria were analyzed in considerable

detail. This included plotting all the data

transformed to 2400 K, as shown in fig. 5 for

the [UO2]-[U1y'3] solution. It was particularly

clear that the solutions for which the slope was

-3 fit tfie data best. This was especially true

for the data of Ackermann et al.^2 in fig. 5
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their data fell amidst the data of the other

investigators, whereas in a similar figure

plotted according to the system of eq. (35) it

was below and to the left of the rest, and for

the system of eq. (37) it was above and to the

right. It was also apparent that at any given

slope, there was no discernible difference in

the goodness of the fit as a function of the 0/U

ratio of the models used for that particular

slope. Nevertheless, the three solutions for

which the slope is -3 were all fitted to the

entire data base (0/U < 2) and gave the

following equations, which are to be modified

later:

[UO2-U1/3] solution,

RT ln (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -1230100 + 225.7T

+ 26900

- 3RT ln ^ ; (38)
(l+x)2/3(l-0.5x)1/3

[UO2]-[U2/3O2/3] solution,

RT ln (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -1226800 + 229.4T

+ 30285 6 x" l t 5 x 2~ 3

(l+0.5x)2

- 3 R T l n
 1'5 x ; (39)

and

[UO2]-[Ujt/3O2] so lut ion,

RT ln (po,) (J/mol) = -1228300 + 238.2T

+ 34845

2'

12x-3x2-3

(l.-0.5x)2

-3 RT in l-5x(l-0.5x)jVj . ( 4 0)

(1-2X)1*/3
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In addition to the above three equations,

another set of three equations were forced to

fit the data of Ackermann et al. 2 2 Their data

are the only T-x-po5 data at the phase boundary

with uranium and are the only data for which the

x dependence of the interaction terms is signif-

icant. The least-squares fitting process began

for the total data base by assuming the inter-

action term was zero and solving for the

enthalpy and. entropy values only. It was noted

that, for a given model, the entropy term

remained nearly constant whether or not the

interaction term was included. Then, using this

entropy value as a known, the data of Ackermann

et al. 2 2 was fitted to give the interaction

parameter coefficient as well as a new enthalpy

value. In this way, their data could be fitted

almost perfectly.

Use of any of the six representations to

calculate values of x for the {u}-<U02_x;> two-

phase region led to x values two to three times

larger than those measured, and the fitting pro-

cedure was modified. Equations (38-40) are

obviously very similar and fit the data equally

well as far as could be determined, but t.he

[UO2]-[Ujy3] solution is preferred. It is the

most straightforward to apply to other thermo-

dynamic analyses because ail the thermodynaraic

data for uranium are known, whereas they are not

for uranium monoxide and sesquioxide. Thus, in

the {u}-<U02_x> two-phase region, one has the

equilibrium

1/3{U} * [U1/3] , (41)

for which the free energy relation is generally
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0 = A3° - TAS° + RT In
n r

3 TAS + RT In Jir
rxn rxn 1+x

+E
1-0.5x
1+x

(42)

The chemical activity of {u} is assumed to be

unity, and the free energy of formation {u} Is

by definition, zero. Thus, the enthalpy and

entropy terms in eq. (42) are those for

(ul/3}f > which were determined in the follow-

ing manner. Several different least-squares

fitting procedures were used to obtain values

of AH° , AS° , and E for eq. (38). The
rxn rxn ^

enthalpy anJ entropy values represent those

for the difference AG°<UO2>-3AG^<U1/3>fcc .
c

Values of AGf<U0 > are given in ref. 43 and can

be represented by -1079700 + 170.5T J/mol for

the temperature range of the U0 2_ x data. Thus,

the Gibbs free energy of formation for uranium

in solution was calculated, which gave the

required enthalpy and entropy values for

eq. (42)« By far, the best agreement at the

phase boundary was obtained by fitting all i.'.e

data without an interaction parameter. For

example, at 1872, 2347, and 2700 K the calcu-

lated values of x were 0.058, 0.165, rnd 0.301,

respectively. These compare with 0.043, 0.179,

and 0.330, respectively, from the assessment

shown in fig. 2 of Green and Leibowitz.1*6 Thus,

the <U02_x> region appears to be best repre-

sented by the [Ui/3]-[U0 ] solution for which

the final equations are

RT In (po2) (J/mol) = -1300000 + 225.7T

-3RT In
(l-Hs)2/3(l-0.5x)1/3

AG[H02] (J/mol) = -1079700 + 170.5T

+ RT ln ilMZL , (43b)
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and

AGlUi/3] (J/mol) = 73433 - 18.4T

4.6 Oxygen potential for <U0 >

The oxygen potential for exactly stoichio-

metric <U02> can be obtained from eqs. (19a),

(23a), and (43a). Exact stoichiometry can be

defined as the condition where the hyper-

stoichiometry equals the hypostoichionatry.

Also, the nonstoichiometry is very small- Thus,

eq. (23a) can be written in the form

RT In (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -360000 + 214T

+ 4RT ln(2) + 4RT ln(x) (44)

and eq. (43a) becomes

RT In (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -1300000 + 225.7T

- 3RT ln(1.5) - 3RT ln(x) . (45)

Upon eliminating the terms in ln(x) and

rearranging, the desired definition becomes

RT In (PQ 2) (J/mol) = -897000 + 224.8T

(T < 3015) . (46)

The temperature limit of 3015 K results from the

intersection of the oxygen potential for exact

stoichloraetry with that for the [UO |-[U 0 ]-

^U2°if5^ boundary» eq. (28). Above 3015 K, the

[UO2]-[U3O?] and lUO^-lU^] representations

can be combined similarly to give the definition

of exact stoichiometry up to the melting tem-

perature of

RT In (po2) (J/mol) = -707700 + 161.8T

(3015 < T < 3120 K) . (47)
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4.7 Oxygen potential at <Uf*2+x> phase
•boundaries

The oxygen potential of the <UO2+x>-<UitO9>

tv/o-phase region was calculated from the results

given in section 4,2. Equation (18), with an

enthalpy value of -16000 J/mol, was used to

calculate x values of 0.083, 0.155, and 0.206 at

800, 1100, qnd 1300 K, respectively. The oxygen

potential at these values is then calculated

from eq. (19a) and fitted to give the oxygen

potential of the phase boundary from 715 to

1400 K,

RT In ( P Q 2 ) (J/mol) = -390200 + 189.6T . (48)

The lower limit of 715 K comes from the inter-

section of eq. (48) with eq. (28), which occurs

at 0/U « 2.06. Equation (48) agrees within a

few percent of that from eq. (5) of a publica-

tion of Blackburn.**

The oxygen potential of the <VO2+X>-{UO2+K
t}

two-phase region was estimated in the following

manner. The experiments of Latta and Fryxell'4''

gave <U02#i> for the solidus composition at

2820 K, and eq. (19a) gives an oxygen potential

of -36202 J/mol. For <U02> at 3120 K, the

melting temperature, eq. (47) gives an oxygen

potential of -202884 J/mol. Assuming linearity

of oxygen potential with temperature leads to

RT In (po2) (J/mol) = 1530600 - 556 T . (49)

The <U02_x> equilibria with liquid uranium

containing dissolved oxygen has two regions

lying on either si<ie of the 2700 K monotectic.46

Below 2700 K, the x values for the phase boundary

were given in section 4.5 at three temperatures.

These data were used in eq. (43a) to calculate

the oxygen potential at T <2700 K and led to
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RT In ( P Q 2 ) (J/mol) = -'063400 + 160.9 T . (5'n

Above 2700 K, the oxygen potentials at 2700 and

3120 K were used similarly to give for that tem-

perature range

RT In ( P Q 2 ) (J/mol) = -3367600 + 1014T . (51)

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6 illustrates the T-x-RT ln(p0 )

dependence predicted from the present analysis

and permits a qualitative comparison of the

prediction with the data. The <U02-f-x> behavior

was calculated from the two different hyper-

stoichiometric solutions, eqs. (19a) and (23a),

which intersect at their mutual boundary,

eq. (28). The behavior of <U02_x> is repre-

sented by eq. (43a). Exact stoichiometry is

defined by eqs. (46) and (47), and it can be

seen from fig. 6 that the adjacent hyper-

stoichiometry and hypostoichiometry intersect

properly at stoichiometry. The <UO2+x>-{UO2-(-xi}

two-phase region calculated from eq. (49) is

illustrated, as are the two <U02-x> phase boun-

daries with U-0 liquids calculated from

eqs. (50) and (51).

Figure 3 illustrates that some of the

<U02-fx> data sets disagree markedly with the

majority. Those data in disagreement were not

Included in the present numerical analysis, as

was noted at the beginning of section 4. For

<U02_x>, all of the data, except Swanson's,^

appeared to lie in reasonable agreement, as is

shown in fig. 5; Swanson's data was off-scale on

the positive side. Tetenbaum and Hunt's20 data

exhibited the characteristic rapid rise in oxy-

gen potential at 0/D = 2.006, rather than the

usually observed 0/U • 2. The present model

does not reflect the behavior of Tetenbaum and
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Hunt's data. However, if all their 0/U values

would have been decreased by 0.006, they would

have agreed much more closely with the other

data shown in figs. 3 and 5.

The model proposed by Blackburn148 was com-

pared with the present results. For <U02-x>,

his eq. (11) was used to give the behavior shown

in fig. 5, while for <U02+x> his eq. (17a) gave

the results shown in fig. 3. His equation for

hyperstoichiometry includes an empirical polyno-

mial term that permits a fit of the data for

0/U > 2.1. It can be seen from fig. 3 that his

equation adequately represents the data in the

same region that the present [UO2]-[U3O7J repre-

sentation is used, but the present representa-

tion needs no empirical adjustment at 0/U > 2.1.

Figure 3 also illustrates that Blackburn's model

apparently does not represent the data at small

hyperstoichiometries. For <U02_x>, fig. 5

illustrates that Blackburn's model generally

appears to lie on the low side of the data, but

it does agree with the data at the lower phase

boundary, which he used to obtain his AH and
rxn

AS . Blackburn's definition of the oxygen
rxn J b

potential for exactly stoichiometric <U©2> was

obtained by combining his eqs. (11) and (23) to

give RT ln(po2) = -787750 + 167.0T J/mol. A

more recent evaluation of exact stoichiometry

by Hyland'4'' gives a nearly identical equation.

These can be compared with that from eqi?. (46)

and (47), which give an oxygen potential

52 kJ/mol more negative at 1000 K, exact agree-

ment at 1916 K, and 64 kJ/mol more positive at

the melting temperature, 3120 K. Some of the

disagreement between the present model and

Blackburn's is undoubtedly the result of the
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poor fit of the near-6toichiometric data by

Blackburn's model (figs. 3 and 5). Additionally,

Breitung50 calculated the oxygen potential for

stoichiometric <U0 >; data in his table 3 lead

to RT ln(po2) = -766500 + 157.3T J/mol, a result

closer to those of Blackburn48 and Hyland1*9 than

to the present analysis.

It is interesting to note that Fink et al.51

analyzed the enthalpy data for <U0 > and

concluded that 2670 K is the temperature for a

significant transition in the enthalpy behavior.

This transition temperature compares with the

present 3015 K for the intersection of the

[U02]-[U30?], [UO^-fl^O^J, and [ U O ^ - f U ^ ]

solutions. It is interesting to speculate

whether the coincidence of the several solid

solutions is relevant to the enthalpy transition

for <U02>.

The solid solutions treated here lead to a

useful mathematical representation of the

T-x-po2 behavior, but undoubtedly provide little

or no insight into the actual structure of the

defected fluorlte lattice, as was noted in the

introduction.
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APPENDIX 1. THE NEWTON-RAPHSON TECHNIQUE

An adaptation of the Newton-Raphson tech-

nique proved invaluable for computer solution of

the value of x, i.e., the root of the equation,

at a given ln(po?). Writing any given expres-

sion as F(x) = 0 , the technique states that, if

x is an approximation of a root, an improved

approximation is given by

xi " tF(xi)/F'(x±) " (al)

where the prime indicates the derivative and

where t is usually unity. Here it was found

that allowing t = 0.01 i2, but not allowing t

to grow to be greater than unity, helped speed

convergence to the root. The derivative was

approximated by

F'(x±) = [F(Xj+6) - F(x±-6)]/26 (a2)

where 6 = 0.001 x. was usually a sufficiently

small increment in x.. Smaller values were

sometimes needed for rapidly changing functions.

The root was obtained when the absolute value of

l-x.,./x. became equal to or less than the

multiplier of x. in the equation for 6, in this

example 0.001. The starting value, xl5 was

typically set to a value smaller than the

expected root, and in general x^ = 10~^ was

used. In very complex equations, however, x^

needed to be within a few percent or less of the

expected value. The convergence process can be

monitored during computations to insure that a

proper root is being determined by observing the

values of x., F(x.) (which approaches zero at

convergence), and F'(x.) (which changes sign at

convergence).
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FIGURE 1

.re T-x-RT li
<UO2±X>.
The entire T-x-RT In (po,) data base for

FIGURE 2

The ln(po_) dependence as a function of ln(x)
for <U024-x> and of the logarithmic terras for
several solid-solution models, eqs. (10-14),
for a typical <UO2-f-x> data set. Coincidence
with the theoretical slope of 2 indicates the
proper solution models.

FIGURE 3

All of the T-x-ln(po9) for <U02+x> data trans-
formed to 1500 K via eqs. (20) and (25), with
abcissa values determined from eqs. (21) and
(26). The values of x appear at the top of the
figure. The behavior predicted by the present
representations is indicated, with the [U02]-
[U3O7] system giving a slope of 2 and the
[UO2]-[U2O1+#5] system a slope of 4. The predic-
tion of Blackburn's model, his eq. (17a), "^ is
also indicated. Analyzed data: O> AERE-Harwell,
refs. 5, 8, 10, 14, 18, 24; + all others.
Rejected data: ti, ref. 12; A, ref. 20; V,
ref. 31; 0, ref. 32.

FIGURE 4

Several representative T-x-ln(po«) data sets
plotted as ln(po9) vs abcissa valuer- determined
from eqs. (21) and (26). The values of x appear
at the top of the figure. The boundary,
eq. (28), between the two hyperstoichiometric
systems is indicated, and is consistent with the
observed change in slope for the riw data.

FIGURE 5

All of the T-x-ln(p5 ) data for <U02_x> trans-
formed to 2400 K, with the abscissa values
determined from the In term in eq. (43a). The
values of x are shown at the bottom of the
figure. The prediction of eq. (43a) is shown,
with a slope of -3, as Is the prediction of
Blackburn's model, his eq. (II). 4 8 Data: 0,
ref. 15; •, refs. 18, 23, 24; A, ref. 19; +,
ref. 20;O, ref. 22; V, ref. 25; x, ref. 35.



FIGURE 6
The predicted behavior for the <U02+x>

 s v s t e n l

plotted along with the raw data base from
fig. 1. The high-temperature boundaries for
<U02+x> were calculated from the two-phase
equilibria involving <U02+x> and the U-0 liquid
phase, while the dotted line at ~-250 kJ/mol is
from eq. (28), the boundary for the two
representations.
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FIGURE 2

The ln(po5) dependence as a function of ln(x)
for <U024x> and of the logarithmic terms for
several solid-solution models, eqs. (10-14),
for a typical <U02+x> data set. Coincidence
with the theoretical slope of 2 indicates the
proper solution models.
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FIGURE 3

All of the T-x-ln(po?) for <UO2+X> data trans-
formed to 1500 K via eqs. (20) and (25), with
abcissa values determined from eqs. (21) and
(26). The values of x appear at the top of the
figure. The behavior predicted by the present
representations is indicated, with the [U02]~
[U3O7] system giving a slope of 2 and the
[UO2]-[U2O4#5] system a slope of 4. The predic-
tion of Blackburn's model, his eq. (17a),48 is
also indicated. Analyzed data: O» AERE-Harwell,
refs. 5, 8, 10, 14, 18, 24; + all others.
Rejected data: O, ref. 12; A, ref. 20; 7,
ref. 31; 0, ref. 32.
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formed to 2400 K, with the abscissa values
determined from the In terra in eq. (43a). The
values of x are shown at the bottom of the
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with a slope of -3, as is the prediction of
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